
   
 
 

Ski Tuning and More 
 
Ski tuning is an art that needs practice. Lots of practice. Be warned that there are many, many you 
tube videos and opinions available on ski tuning. Be warned that even amongst the professionals 
you can end up with some pretty average tuning results. It literally comes down to the skill of the 
individual doing the job or operating the million dollar machine. Please ask your senior club 
members for advice. 
 
New Skis 
A new ski needs to be tuned. The base needs to be checked that it is flat and true. A new ski might 
need a different structure applied that suits local conditions. The edge angles need to be set for the 
type of ski, the discipline it is to be used in and the ability of the athlete.  
 
Used skis 
A used ski will have wear and tear so will more than likely need some attention – perhaps a base 
grind and a reset of the edges. 
 
Tuning helps maintain the ski at it’s peak. A ski should be maintained after every use. This means 
that skis used for race training and racing need constant attention. It is not often practical to send 
your skis to the shop every night and apart from the cost you will get to the stage where you prefer 
to look after your own skis. If you have inherited or you have bought a used ski get it assessed by a 
trusted professional so you know what work it might need. 
 
What does tuning involve? 

• Your ski needs a flat base and the correct structure 

• Edges need to be set and maintained – fit for purpose 

• Waxing 

• Binding settings 
 
If a ski is in good condition with a flat base and edges that have been set to the correct angles it is 
relatively easy to maintain the ski. However if the base or edge suffers damage you may need to 
seek a repair or reset by a trusted professional. 
 
Trusted Professionals: 
Snow Centre Auckland – Deigo De Monte Specify race tune not school tuning 

Snow Centre has an excellent stone base grind 
machine 

      Snow centre can hot box 
 
Alpine Sorts Methven – Jason Pace   Specify race tuning 

Alpine Sports can do a base grind if a repair is urgent 
Alpine sports do a professional tune and get 
excellent results with base repairs. 

 
Snow Ride Christchurch – Richard Naylor Specify race tuning 
      Snow Ride do their race ski tuning on Wednesdays 
      Snow ride has a excellent stone base grind machine 
 



   
 
Base Structure Theory 
 

 
 
Before you sharpen edges or wax... 

• Like treads on a tire, ski bases need structure reduce drag. 

• Your skis need to ride on a film of water produced from the friction of your base and edges 
cutting through the snow. 

• In cold, dry snow the structure should be fine and shaped to hold water a little longer under 
your ski since so little is available under these conditions. 

• On cold crystalline snow, the ski base should be as smooth as possible so the points of friction 
are minimized. 

• On amorphous, wet snow, a coarser structured ski base is better to minimize the points of 
friction. Pockets of air between the ski base and the snow means that water is repelled from the 
ski base reducing the braking effect (like a beer glass sliding on a bar -if your below 21, watch a 
cowboy movie- a flat-bottomed glass won't slide as well as one with an air pocket). 

• In warm, wet snow the idea is to move the water away from the base and reduce suction. 
 

 
 
When to grind race skis... 

• At the beginning of the season each ski should be prepared for the race conditions expected at 
the season's start. 

• New skis tend to have a medium to coarse structure that is ideal for wetter snow, but not dry 
snow. Consult with a coach or local race shop to learn what structure is running best in your 
region. 

• In season, grind when drastic changes in snow are expected (dry to wet and vice versa). 

• Early Spring, prepare the skis for late season wet snow conditions. 
 
 



   
 
Stone ground structure patterns on ski bases - Base Structure 
 

 
 
General Advice 

• Don't belt grind race skis. Belt grinding is not the same as stone grinding. A belt grind will not 
produce a flat base. 

• Before experimenting with new grinds, have someone test its performance. 

• Stonegound skis will run slower after this process. Don't ski on the skis as returned from the 
shop, you will need hot boxing or several days of waxings before they hit the snow; follow the 
process below. 

• The idea is to have your bases professionally structured by stone grinding and maintain them as 
long as possible; your skis will get faster as your wax cycles increase. 

• Terminology: More depth/width in a structure is considered more "aggressive"; a shallower, 
tighter structure is less aggressive. 

• A coarser structure is hard to turn; the ski wants to track more. 

• Only for wet/warm conditions should you be able to feel the structure under your fingers. 
Otherwise, in cold/dry conditions, you want a structure that you can see, but not feel with your 
fingers. 

• In dry conditions, you want to hold water under the ski, so a structure that is finer on the outside 
than in the middle will help achieve this. 

• Keep in mind that even if the temperature is high, a course that has been chemically treated will 
have harder snow and a fine structure should be used. 

• Take into account the speed of the event. The faster a ski goes (GS vs. Slalom) the more heat and 
water will be produced. The coarseness of the structure should increase as the speed of the 
event increases. 

• The arrow/chevron structure is more important for Nordic than Alpine; it has a smaller range. 

• Different structures can be laid over each other to break up the repetitiveness of the structure. 

• The broken pattern is used to break up the free water running through the structure and reduce 
suction. If a constant pattern is used, the free water will start to follow the pattern and lose its 
effectiveness. 

• Find an expert in your area for advice on what structure is running best for the local conditions. 

• The structure on a freshly ground ski needs to be "de-fanged", meaning the new structure can 
have high points (like the points of a pyramid) that should be removed. This is done with pads or 
by waxing and scraping. 



   
• The base of the ski needs to be flat as all the tools you use to maintain the ski edges work off a 

flat base. 
 
 
Edge Tuning 
1. Check that your ski base is flat 

Hold a true bar to the ski at 8-10 points along its length. You are looking for a base that is 
consistent along its length, neither high nor low compared to the edges. The base material 
should be free of waves. 

 
2. Edge Angles 

Keep in mind... After you have set your edge angles once, reduce edge wear by using diamond or 
aluminum oxide stones to routine sharpen. And sharpen from the side only. This will be 
explained in detail below; it is mentioned here as it is important not to be overlooked. 
 
The base edge angle (or bevel): 

   
 
 
 

The side edge angle (or bevel): 
 

 
 
  
 
Acute Edge 
A side bevel that is higher in degree than the base bevel gives an acute angle. This gives 
more grip on hard snow surfaces. General recommendation is for serious racers. 
(e.g. 0.5 base angle and 3.0 degree side angle) 
 

 
 
 



   
 
 
90 Degree Edge Bevel 
A 1 degree base bevel and a 1 degree side bevel give a 90 degree total edge angle. This is a 
good starting point for beginning junior racers. 
 

 
 

 
Base Edge Thoughts 

The amount of base edge bevel will affect the ability of the ski to pivot on the snow. The more base 
edge bevel, the easier it will be to pivot or slide from side to side. Once you set the base edge angle, 
you can't go back to the original because of the base material. With a new pair of skis the non-race 
skier may wish to start with a 0.5 degree bevel. If you need to resurface past this point, you may 
need to stone grind the base to bring it back to flat so you can re-establish the base angle. So once 
the base edge bevel is set, maintain it as long as possible using diamond and gummi stones. 
The bevels cited below are good starting points. If the skis hook up on turns, increase the bevel by a 
quarter or half degree. 
 
Suggested Base Bevel Angles 

• Slalom -- 0 to 0.5 degrees 

• GS -- 0.5 to 0.75 degrees 

• Super G -- 0.75 to 1.0 degrees (Tip and tail detuned to 1.5 degrees) 

• All Mountain Expert -- 0.75 to 1.0 degrees 

• All Mountain Novice/Advanced -- 1.0 degree 
 
Side Edge Thoughts 
Side edge beveling will give the skis more grip on the snow surface. Higher angles should be reserved 
for experienced racers; if the angle is too high the ski can "rail out" on a less experienced racer. 
Typical angles are 1.0 to 3.0 degrees. Less angle equals less grip. Slalom angles can be 3.0 to 5.0 
degrees; downhill up to 3.0 degrees. A racer should start at 3 degrees. Keep in mind: An aggressive 
edge (high angle), may be more difficult for lighter racers may make it more difficult to recover from 
being up on the edge. 

 

Suggested side edge angles 
• Slalom -- 3 to 4 degrees 
• GS -- 2 to 3 degrees 
• Super G -- 2 to 3 degrees 
• All Mountain Expert -- 2.0 to 3.0 degrees 
• All Mountain Advanced -- 2.0 degrees 
• All Mountain Novice -- 1.0 degree 

• S 

When to edge race skis... 
• If the base becomes worn or requires base repair. 
• After the ski has been tuned on a stone grinder. 



   
• After each training session the side edge should be touched up with a fine diamond stone followed 
by a ceramic stone or Arkansas stone. 
• When burrs or nicks occur. 
• Don't tune the base edge between stone grinds, just maintain it with fine stones. Remember every 
time you use a file on your edge, it gets thinner; eventually you will reach a limit. 
 
Tips and tails 
The edge near the very tip where the ski turns up should be beveled, but the tools don't work well 
up there. With the grit side on the inside, fold a piece of sandpaper into fourths and use it as a file 
guide to bevel the edge so it doesn't catch. Make sure you don't file the base. 

 
 
 
Base Edge Tuning 
 
General Rule #1: Base Edge - Set it and forget it. Do not overwork the base edge. If you increase it 
above the intended angle, the only way to reset the bevel back to a lower angle is to do a base grind. 
Any minor roughness can be removed with fine diamonds; avoid filing unless you are resetting the 
bevel angle. 
 
When you get a base grind get the workshop to set the base edge and side edge. Choose a workshop 
that has the expertise and machinery for the job. Then you can easily maintain the edges with your 
diamond stones. 
 
 
How to hand tune a base edge: 
• Mount the ski in a vise with the base facing up 
• Use an 8" hard-chromed file in a specific bevel file guide (e.g. 0.5 degree bevel) 
Note 1; The files are made to cut while being held at angles between 45 & 60 degrees. Find the angle 
that works best for your file. Use a sharp and straight file; dull or bent files won't cut smoothly, will 
require more pressure and skew the bevel. Hardware store files are made of softer steel (Rockwell 
hardness of 45-52) and are not as good as a quality ski-tuning file with Rockwell hardness ratings of 
65-68. The harder file will cut better, with less pressure, and in turn last longer. 
 
Base edge file guide 

  
 
• Pull (don't push) the file toward you as you work backwards from tip to tail. 
• Use short, repetitive slightly overlapping strokes. 
• If you hit any case hardened areas on the edge (it will feel like a bump), use a 100 grit then a 300-
400 grit diamond stone to remove it. 
 



   
TIP: If you blacken the metal with a marker, you'll know you're done when the entire edge is shiny. 
 
Note 2: Be careful not to get metal filings embedded into your base. You can use a non-residue tape 
but keep in mind that this changes your angle slightly. Better to just keep some microfibre cloth on 
hand and brush it away as you work. 
 
Note 3: Do not file into the base material. 
 
• Polish with diamond stones increasing in grit (e.g., 400-600-1000...). 
• A better choice for base edges is an aluminum oxide stone. They don't cut as quickly and reduce 
the chance of over beveling. Start with a coarse grit and move to finer (higher number) grits. 
 
Note 4: The goal is to increase performance by polishing the edges. There are small burrs on the 
edge after filing. Polished edges are faster and sharper. 
 
Note 5: Polish in both directions (back & forth) with the red/green stones. 
 
• Finish with light, full-length tip to tail passes. 
• For an even finer polish follow up diamond polish with a ceramic stone; it will "hone" the edge 
surface rather than "sand" it. When you work with a diamond stone you are somewhat "softening" 
the edge surface; removing this softened surface with a fine hard stone is honing. 
• A magnifying glass is handy to examine the edge surface; you are looking for a mirror image. 
 
 
Side Edge Tuning 
• Mount the ski side edge up with base facing away from you. 
Note 2: Do not over tighten the clamp on the ski base. 
Note 3: You may need to scrape away some of the ski material, or sidewall in order to attain the 
filing angle you desire. Use a sidewall cutter for this. Keep in mind that this surface should be 
smooth and polished after cutting. See Sidewall Cutting. 
• File edge at desired angle in the same manner as you did the base edge. 
• Polish with diamond stones increasing in grit (e.g., 400-600-1000...). 
Note 4: The goal is to increase performance by polishing the edges. There are small burrs on the 
edge after filing. Polished edges are faster and sharper. 
• For an even finer polish follow up diamond polish with a ceramic edge stone. 
• A magnifying glass is handy to examine the edge surface; look for a mirror finish. 
• Go back to the base edge and re-polish with fine diamond stones. 
• Deburr the edges with a gummi stone by (very) lightly running it along the edge (tip to tail) at a 45 
degree angle. Do not dull! 
 
Side edge file guide 

  



   
 
Gummi stone 

  
 
 
 
 
De-tuning edges 
• De-tuning affects the turn shape, the less dulling, the truer the shape of the turn to the side cut. 
• De-tune less for a sharper turn radius. 
• For an aggressive turn use less de-tuning (about 2 in. or 5 cm) from tip / tail. 
• Adjust the sharpness according to snow conditions with the gumi. 
• For icy conditions keep it sharp. 
• Control the degree of detuning in with the gummi. Use different pressure to transition the 
detuning between regions. Transitioning the de-tune region with different levels of dulling ensure 
that there isn't an abrupt change in sharpness. 
• Stay sharper on chemically treated snow. 
 
Keep edges sharp without wearing them down! 
General Rule #2 - Side Edge Tuning - Routine sharpening is achieved from the side edge only. As 
stated in Rule #1, don't touch the base edge unless it is necessary. Here as well, it is not necessary to 
repeatedly file your edges to sharpen, removing metal each time in the process. All it takes is 5 
minutes to routinely sharpen with diamond stones followed by burr removal with a gummi stone 
and you're done. If at some point you feel to re-establish the edge, use a fine cut file. 
 
• After you set your edge angles once, use diamond or aluminum oxide stones to sharpen, not metal 
files. 
• A file will wear down your edges - the stone will sharpen without severe metal removal. 
• Racers need to sharpen your edges on a nightly basis by using the diamond stone on your side 
edge only (unless there is damage). 
• You don't need to use the file again unless you change the angle or have edge damage. 
• To repair severe edge damage you may need a 100 grit diamond stone. 
 
Which edge tool? 
A multitool (side & base or multiple angles in one tool) or dedicated tools (one tool for each angle)? 
 
Multitools are convenient and simple to use. They provide precise results even for the novice. They 
can be a good choice for the beginners and an advanced model will do everything a casual skier will 



   
need to do for a lifetime and is a great choice for a family with skiers of different ages and sizes. A 
disadvantage is they may be restricted to use only certain size stones. 
 
Fixed angle bevel guides are devices that tend to be dedicated to one angle (though there are some 
models with shims that are more flexible). The advantage is that it can use any stone of any size. You 
have a greater feel for the cutting process with dedicated tools and it may be a good choice for the 
serious racer/tuner. 
 
Multi-Angle Ski Edge Tuner:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

NSC Recommended Ski Tuning Tool List 
 

Gloves  -Protect your hands - ski edges can be very sharp and a cut will slow you down      
  -Wax can irriate skin 
  -Skin oil can contaminate the ski bases 
 
Safety Glasses 
 
Ear muffs -When using machinery e.g. roto brushes or power edging tools 
 
Face mask  
 



   
Bench  -When travelling a ski tuning bench is a nice to have 
  - Swix T76-2 Waxing Table With Metal Plate 
 

 
 
True Beast Knife Edge True Bar 6" (150mm) – for checking bases are flat 
 

 
 
Vises - Toko Ski Vise World Cup 
 

 
 
Marker pen  -use as a guide for edge work 
  -lable left / right ski 
  -note on ski the base and side edge angles 
  -name ski; date the age of ski; note the date of last base grind  
 

 



   
 
Base Bevel edge Tuner - Swix Ta520 Base File Guide 
 

 
 
Side Bevel Tuner  -Swix Ta587 & Ta588 Side Edge File Guides 

-Plus file clamp - Swix-Ta22-file-clamp-w-spring 
 

  
 
 
Sidewall Cutter - Swix Ta104 World Cup Side Wall Cutter – to remove excess side wall 
 

 
 
Swix T106X File Chrom 2-Cut 16Tpcm 
- Chromed all purpose file. 
- Best all round shop/consumer file produced by Swix. 
- Side beveling, base beveling set up before diamond work. 
- Durable beyond all other files offered. 
 
 



   

 
 
Swix T104X File Chrom F-Cut 20Tpcm 
Fine cut. Chromed Finishing File, shorter in length, increased TPCm to smooth out all Striations left 
by second cut file. Most durable, best cutting 6” file Swix offers. User level: Racing Pro World Cup 
 

 
 
Swix T177B File Brush – to clean files and diamond stones 
 

 
 
Water bottle / glass of water – to lubricate and clean diamond files 
 

 



   
Micro fibre cloths – keep your bases clean 
 

 
 
Diamond stones - Swix Pro Racing Diamond Stones (100mm Pro TAA = better quality) 
#TAA400N - Medium (400 grit) – Yellow 
#TAA200N - Coarse (200 grit) – Red 
#TAA100N – X-Coarse (100 grit) – Black 
 

 
Swix or Toko Digital Performance Iron 
- Buy the right voltage and note you might have to change the plug 
 

 
 
Wax: 
Vola Orange Universal training wax 500g 
Swix Red Beta wax - Race 
 



   

 
 
Swix T825D Plexi scraper 5mm (do not buy the thin ones) 
 

 
 
Electric drill (3000 rpm) & Roto brushes 
Toko Single Axle -  100mm 
Toko Base Brush Copper - For initial hand brushing of bases and for base cleaning. 
Toko Rotary Brush Horsehair – 100mm – Removing wax 
Toko Rotary Brush Nylon Black – 100mm – Polishing 
 

     
 
 
Sandpaper & Cork block  -100 grit for tidying dings in top sheet and sides of skis, tails etc 
    -400 grit to tidy any base dings (take care) 
 

 
 



   
 
 

Where to buy ski tuning tools: 
https://www.snowinn.com/ski-store/ 
https://www.snowinn.com/ski-store/ 
https://www.tognar.com/ 
Snow Center, Auckland 
Alpine Sports, Methven 
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